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GRAPHIC OF THE DAY

(1) US: MBA Mortgage Application 3.9% v -0.3% prior (SOURCE : BLOOMBERG).
(2) US: Initial Jobless Claims 778K v 742K prior (SOURCE : BLOOMBERG).

US
The Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) said its Mortgage Applications Survey found a slight decline in
purchase applications but a significant gain in refinancing compared to the previous week. This resulted in an
increase of MBA's Market Composite Index, a measure of mortgage loan application volume, of 3.9 percent
on a seasonally adjusted basis from one week earlier and 3.0 percent on an unadjusted basis. (Chart 1)
The Labor Department said 778,000 seasonally adjusted initial claims were filed in the week ended November
21, more than analysts had forecasted and an increase of 30,000 from the previous week's upwardly revised
figure. The increase was the first consecutive one since July and brought claims to their highest level in more
than a month, as the world's largest economy grapples with a nationwide surge in Covid-19 cases. (Chart 2)

(3) US: Durable Goods Orders (Oct) 1.3% v 1.9% prior (SOURCE : BLOOMBERG).
(4) US: New Home Sales (Oct) 999K v 959K prior (SOURCE : BLOOMBERG).

The Commerce Department report put the increase in orders for big-ticket items such as industrial equipment
and automobiles at 1.3 percent to $240.8 billion, above the 0.8 percent increase projected by analysts. The
agency also lifted the estimate of September durable goods orders by 0.2 percent to 2.1 percent. (Chart 3)
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Sales of new homes in the US ebbed slightly in October compared with the prior month, but remained
significantly above year-ago levels, according to data released Wednesday. Sales of new single-family homes
were a seasonally adjusted rate of 999,000 last month, according to Commerce Department data. (Chart 4)
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Source: Investing.com
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US – Dow Falls as Bulls Take Breather After Record Run to 30,000
Source: investing.com

(5) Dow Jones Industrial Index (1d) (SOURCE : BLOOMBERG).
(6) S&P 500 map (1d) (SOURCE : FINVIZ).

The Dow slipped Wednesday, after a record surge a day earlier, as a wobble in the jobs market in the wake of
rising Covid-19 cases prompted investors to hit pause on value stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell
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0.58%, or 173 points, after closing above the 30,000 level on Tuesday. The S&P 500 was down 0.14%, while
the Nasdaq Composite added 0.47%.
The U.S Labor Department reported that 778,00 people filed for unemployment insurance, up 30,000 from
the prior week's 748,000, and well above expectations for 730,000 claims.
That was the second-consecutive week of rising claims for the first time since July 25, suggesting the impact
of new restrictions in the parts of the U.S. and a lack of stimulus are taking a toll on the labor market.
"Stay-at-home measures, school closures, and limitations for businesses to operate are going to lead to more
layoffs over the winter. It is going to get worse before it gets better," Jefferies said in a note. The weaker jobs
data arrived on the heels of data showing personal spending and durable goods orders increased more than
expected, but some warn the impact of rising infections will likely keep a lid on the pace of the recovery.
"Cooler temperatures, which shuttered outdoor venues, a drop in unemployment benefits and a jump in COVID
cases put a damper on spending and confidence," said. Diane Swonk, Senior Economist at Grant Thornton.
The slew of data prompted investors to hit pause on value stocks, which tend to move in tandem with the
pace of the economy.
Industrials, financials, and energy traded in the red, though losses in the latter were kept in check by a climb
in oil prices. Oil price rose more than 1% on data showing an unexpected draw in U.S. weekly inventories.
The malaise in value, however, was not mirrored in growth stocks as investors tech racked up gains, with
Apple up nearly 1% on expectations for strong demand for its products ahead of the Holiday season. "With
more order activity kicking in over the last few weeks for iPhone 12 our initial reads are very bullish and give us
incremental confidence in our super cycle thesis on iPhone 12," Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives said in a note.
On the monetary policy front, investors digested the minutes from the Federal Reserve's November meeting,
showing that policymakers were preparing to change tact on bond purchasing.
“Many participants judged that the Committee might want to enhance its guidance for asset purchases fairly
soon,” the minutes said. "Most participants judged that the guidance for asset purchases should imply that
increases in the Committee's securities holdings would taper and cease sometime before the Committee would
begin to raise the target range for the federal funds rate."
In other news, Slack Technologies Inc jumped 37% on reports it had talks with Salesforce over a possible sale.

TECH – Female Founders Lose Out on Capital Piling Into Fintechs
Source: bloomberg.com

As a record amount of venture capital flows into the fintech industry, female entrepreneurs are lagging
behind their male counterparts in attracting funding.
Firms with only female founders accounted for 3.8% of fintechs that attracted capital this year through
October in the U.S., but drew proportionately less funding just 0.9% of the total money raised by such
companies, according to Crunchbase Inc., which provides data, tools and research on private companies. With
financial-technology firms raising a record $16.9 billion in the first three quarters of 2020 up 20% from a year
earlier, according to Crunchbase companies with female founders are losing out on opportunities to develop
products and attract customers even as firms started by men are able to ramp up. Fintechs founded by women
continue to face bias that is difficult to overcome, said Alaina Sparks, a managing director, and the U.S. fintech
practice leader at consulting firm Deloitte.
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“We’re operating at this intersection of
finance and technology, which are both
industries
that
are
woefully
underrepresented by women in the first
place,” Sparks said.
Fintechs with both male and female
founders accounted for almost 11% of
firms luring capital, but received 6.9% of
total funding, according to Crunchbase.
The share of funding for fintechs founded
by women and a mix of men and women has dipped after peaking in 2017 and 2018 as they raised fewer
large dollar rounds in the past two years.
“The percentage of the pool for male founders is already big, so we continue to see more dollars going there as
those rounds expand,” said Katie Palencsar, head of the Female Innovators Lab, a New York-based program run
by venture firm Anthemis Group SA and Barclays Plc that supports women in fintech.
During the coronavirus pandemic, many venture
capitalists have doubled down on their portfolios,
providing additional support to companies they have
already invested in, Palencsar said. Given that the
majority of those firms were founded by men, “you
kind of have a vicious cycle right there where that
capital may have gone to female founders or diverse
founders or just more founders outside that
traditional portfolio mix,” she said.
Female founders trail their male counterparts in raising money across venture-backed companies in general,
but the gap is particularly stark in fintech. Disparities persist at early stages of funding as well. Over the past
five years, median deal sizes for female-founded fintechs at seed, series A and series B stages were smaller than
those for fintechs with male or mixed-gender founders, according to Crunchbase.

ECONOMICS – Oil’s Surge Toward $50 Risks Giving OPEC+ Yet Another Headache
Source: bloomberg.com

With OPEC+ just days from meeting, those countries who favour ratcheting up oil production may be finding
some support for their arguments from surging prices.
Headline futures contracts jumped 30% this month with Brent at one point on Wednesday hitting $48.75 a
barrel, the highest since March. Critically though, a much more fundamental shift has taken place in the
forward curve, which offers clues about traders’ perspectives on supply and demand, both now and in future.
Large parts of the curve are now trading in a structure known as backwardation, suggesting a clamour for
barrels. Just a week ago, they were in contango and pointing to surplus. The Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries and its allies, who will meet on Monday and Tuesday, are already grappling with a difficult
market to evaluate. Oil demand has rarely been so volatile. A supply glut, built up when coronavirus first
emerged, remains but is being eroded. Adding supplies again in January would risk reversing the strength that
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has grown in recent weeks. “The more relaxed
ministers feel because prices are rising, the more
difficult it can be to achieve consensus on further
market stabilization measures,” Standard
Chartered analyst Paul Hornsell wrote in a report.
The bank sees a 3-month extension of curbs as the
market’s minimum expectation when OPEC and
its allies meet early next week. The shift in the
forward curve brings another challenge: average
Brent prices for 2021 and 2022 are now above $48
a barrel, meaning producers from outside the group can lock in output for years ahead at the best levels in
months. Some already are. The longer OPEC+ keeps supplies constrained, the more support those companies
and countries get.

ECONOMIC CALENDAR FOR TOMORROW (GMT +1:00)
Source: investing.com

Source : Ft.com/Reuters/ Bloomberg/Investing/Daily FX/ Deutsch Bank/ Boursorama/ JP Morgan

DISCLAIMER
Financial Networking Group believes the information provided is reliable, however, it does not warrant that it is accurate and persons relying on the information do so at their own
risk. To the extent permitted by law, Financial Networking Group disclaims all liability to any person relying on the information in respect of any loss or damage (including
consequential loss or damage) however caused, which may be suffered or arise directly or indirectly in respect of such information.
Any projections contained in the information are estimates only. Any advice contained in this presentation is general advice. It has been prepared without taking account of any
person’s objectives, financial situation or needs, and because of that, any person should before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to
their objectives, financial situation and needs.
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